Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

admire, admired

advise, advised

agree, agreed

amuse, amused

analyze, analyzed

announce, announced

apologize, apologized

appreciate, appreciated
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

approve, approved
argue, argued
arrange, arranged
arrive, arrived
bake, baked
balance, balanced
bathe, bathed
battle, battled
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

behave, behaved

bore, bored

bounce, bounced

breathe, breathed

bruise, bruised

bubble, bubbled

calculate, calculated

challenge, challenged
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

change, changed
charge, charged
chase, chased
choke, choked
close, closed
care, cared
carve, carved
cause, caused
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

communicate, communicated
compare, compared
compete, competed
complete, completed
concentrate, concentrated
confuse, confused
continue, continued
cure, cured
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>curve, curved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycle, cycled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>damage, damaged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dance, danced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dare, dared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deceive, deceived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decide, decided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decorate, decorated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

describe, described

deserve, deserved

disagree, disagreed

disapprove, disapproved

dislike, disliked

divide, divided

double, doubled

educate, educated
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

encourage, encouraged

escape, escaped

examine, examined

excite, excited

excuse, excused

exercise, exercised

explode, exploded

face, faced
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

- fade, faded
- fence, fenced
- file, filed
- fire, fired
- force, forced
- frame, framed
- gaze, gazed
- glue, glued
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

- grate, grated
- grease, greased
- guarantee, guaranteed
- guide, guided
- handle, handled
- hope, hoped
- ignore, ignored
- improve, improved
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

include, included
increase, increased
influence, influenced
interfere, interfered
introduce, introduced
invite, invited
irritate, irritated
joke, joked
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

juggle, juggled

judge, judged

license, licensed

lie, lied

like, liked

love, loved

manage, managed

measure, measured
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

meddle, meddled
memorize, memorized
mine, mined
move, moved
muddle, muddled
name, named
note, noted
notice, noticed
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

observe, observed

owe, owed

paddle, paddled

paste, pasted

pause, paused

phone, phoned

place, placed

please, pleased
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

poke, poked
practice, practiced
precede, preceded
prepare, prepared
preserve, preserved
produce, produced
provide, provided
puncture, punctured
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

queue, queued
race, raced
radiate, radiated
raise, raised
realize, realized
receive, received
recognize, recognized
reduce, reduced
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

refuse, refused
rejoice, rejoiced
release, released
remove, removed
rescue, rescued
retire, retired
rhyme, rhymed
rinse, rinsed
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

rule, ruled
save, saved
scare, scared
scrape, scraped
separate, separated
serve, served
settle, settled
shade, shaded
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

share, shared

shave, shaved

smile, smiled

smoke, smoked

sneeze, sneezed

snore, snored

soothe, soothed

sparkle, sparkled
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

squeezed, squeezed

stared, stared

stored, stored

stoked, stroked

supposed, supposed

surprised, surprise

tamed, tame

taped, tape
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

taste, tasted

tease, teased

telephone, telephoned

tickle, tickled

tie, tied

time, timed

tire, tired

trace, traced
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

- trade, traded
- tremble, trembled
- trouble, troubled
- tumble, tumbled
- type, typed
- unite, united
- use, used
- untie, untied
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

vie, vied
waste, wasted
wave, waved
welcome, welcomed
whine, whined
whistle, whistled
wipe, wiped
wobble, wobbled